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SUMVJillY 

This report contains the results of a seismic survey 
on the Nerrima Dome, a major structure within the Fitzroy Basin 
and near its south-western boundary. The dome is situated near 
the Fitzroy River about 100 miles south-east of Derby in the 
West Kimberley district of Western Australia. 

The Nerrima Dome has been mapped at the surface 
in Permian sediments and is a complex structure. It was desired 
to determine if the dome existed at depth and, if not, the 
structure at depth, with a vim,! to locating a site for a deep 
drilling test. The target beds for such a test are Devonian 
and/or Ordovician sediments over which the Permian sediments are 
believed to lie u"1.conformably. Reflection methods were tried 
and proved unsuccessful and the survey was carried out using 
refraction methods. 

Although the structure underlying the dome has not been 
clearly shown, the refraction method has indicated that it is complex 
and does not conform with the domal structure at the surface. There 
appears to be a major unconformity at comparatively shallow depth 
(2000 ft). The deep structure (7000 ft) although apparently less 
complex than that immediately below the unconformity, also bears no 
obvious relation to structure at surface. The results so far 
obtained are reasonably conclusive in showing that no simple dome-like 
structure of large magnitude exists under the Nerrima Dome. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

• . 
The oil possibilities of the Kimberley district of 

Western Australia were first recognised in 1919 when Harry Price, 
a well sinker, reported traces of oil in the area now knmm 
as Prices Creek. Subsequently, four bores were drilled in the 
Prices Creek area by Freney Kimberley Oil Company and three were 
reported to have disclosed traces of oil. Further traces of oil 
were reported in bores put down later by the same Company on the 
Hount 'l-Iynne cmd Poole Range DOwe s. 

Regional Geological mapping in connexion with the search 
for oil has been carried out mainly by Dr Arthur Hade (1924 and 1934), 
Kraus and Findlay (1941-42), Dr FrapJc Reeves (1947-48) and more 
recently by a party of Bureau geologists (1948-1952). Other 
investigators have been in the area and contributed to the total 
knowledge but in general they have devoted their efforts to the 
study of particular problems or particular areas. The Nerrima Dome 
was located by Dr Hade. In 1939, the Freney Kimberley Oil Company 
commenced drilling on the Nerrima Dome at a site selected by Dr Wade. 
Oi-ling to drilling difficul tie s and the war, the boring was stopped 
at 4271 ft. An attempt to deepen the well after the war was unsuccessful. 

In 1911-8, the Bureau carried out detailed geological 
mapping of the Nerrima Dome (Guppy, Cuthbert & Lindner, 1950) and in 
1952 geophysical work was undertaken. A detailed Gravity survey over 
the Nerrima Dome was completed and a regional gravity survey of the 
Fitzroy Basin was cOmBenced. A refraction seismic survey of Nerrima 
Dome was also completed and forms the subject of this report. 

The seismic survey was confined to the Nerrin1a Dome and 
covered an area of approximately 100 square miles betw~en latitudes 
180 22'S and 180 32'S and longitudes 1240 11 'E and 124 33'E. Some 
additional test shooting was done outside this area in order to 
determine if conditions for the recording of reflections were similar 
to those within the area. 

Headquarters were maintained at the drilling camp vacated 
by the Freney Kimberley Oil Company. 

The party consisted of two geophysicists, a surveyor, 
a driller and drill assistant, a mechanic, six field assistants, 
a cook and cook's off-sider. The senior author (K.R. Vale) supervised 
the work in the field for the first three months and directed the 
progranune from the Melbourne office during the remainder of the survey. 

The pc:.rty was supplied \-lith .one 24-channel recording truck, 
one shoot:i.ng truck, one drill, one \-later tender, 
one \lorkshop truck, one supply vehicle, and tvlO Land Rovers. 

The central area of Nerrima Dome is a slight depression 
bounded on the north, south, and west by sandstone ridges but open 
to the east. The largest ridge is Nerrina Ridge to the north and 
it rises some 80 ft above the surrounding plains. The surface of 
the depression is composed of a clayey soil derived from soft shale 
facies of the Noonkanbah Forma,tion. Part~ of the Nerrima area have 
no vegetation; elsewhere the vegetation consists of treeless patches 
of grass or spinifex or sparse to thick and rather tall scrub with 
occasional larger trees. ThG entire area except the bare patches 
is dotted with generally small ant hills. The operations were 
easily conducted in the ba~areas. and those covered in grass and 
spinifexo In the scrub-covered areas, traverse .lines had to be 
cleared. 
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The survey occupied the winter dry period. AI\hough 
temperatures were high, the humidity \Jas low, and in general 
living conditions were comfortable. Both early and late in 
the season, however, high temperature and humidity made living 
conditions uncomfortable. It would not be reasonable ~o attempt 
to extend the field working season. No trouble was experienced 
from rain and only occasionally was the wind so high that work 
had to be suspended entirely, although on a fev! occasions it was 
necessary to modify the daily programme because the wind noise 
level was too high for long shots. 

2. GEOLOGY 

The following notes on the geology of the Fitzroy Basin 
have been drawn mainly from the work of Wade (1936), Guppy, Cuthbert 
and Lindner (1950), and Schneeberger (1952) and from discussions 
with field officers of the Bureau's Kimberley Geological Party. 

The Fitzroy Basin, which is actually the north-eastern 
part of the Desert Basin, has now been mapped in semi-detail by surface 
geology and photo-geology as far north-west as Derby where it is 
believeg to continue under King Sound, and to t he south-east as far as 
the 126 meridian of longitude. Its farthest south-eastern extension 
i's not definitely b1.own. The north-eastern and south-western boundaries 
are fairly well defined by tvlO maj or faults of regional significance; 
namely, Pinnacle Fault to,the north-east, and Hount Fenton Fault to 
the south-west. It is believed that the throw of these faults is such 
that the Fitzroy Basin at least in one section is actually graben. 
However, there is some evidence that the Fenton Fault is a hinged 
fault and it probably would not be correct to classify the entire 
basin as a graben. 

The Fitzroy Basin, as bounded by the two faults referred 
to above, is believed to be e, basin of Devonian sediments, possibly 
underlain by Ordovician sediments, but completely overlain and 
concealed by Permian sediments and, in D. few localities, by Mesozoic 
sediments. The cycle of erosion is at an advanced stage, and 
Quarternary erosional products mask a large portion of the area. 

On the north-eastern side of the Pinnacle Fault both 
Devonian and Ordovician rocks crop out. These are mostly fossiliferous 
limestones, and include reef formations. The Ordovician rocks have 
been observed in only one locality and it may be that they exist only 
as erosionnl remnants in pre-Ordovician valleys within the Precambrian 
basement complex. However, the Devonian rocks are quite extensive and 
Middle and Upper Dev~:mian sediments are represented. 

None of the abovementioned pre-Permian rocks crop out 
on the south-western side of the Pinnacle FEmlt. However, it is 
definitely established, at least to the south-east of Fitzroy 
Crossing, that the fault has G. down throw of severc:\l thousand feet 
on the south-western side, and in several places in this area Permian 
sediments overlap the Devonian on the north-eastern side of the fault. 
It seems probe,ble that Devonian sediments extend into the Fitzroy 
Basin under the overlying Permian sediments but no prediction can be 
made as to the extent of post-Devonian erosion which could affect 
their distribution. It can be expected that progressive facies 
changes in the Devonian sediments have occurred basinward. 
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The Persian section is composed of four groups or 
formations; these have been obsorved in outcrops. The lowennost 
or Grant Formation is mostly composed of glacial sandstone, 
tillite, etc., and is overlain unconformably by the Poole sandstone. 
Above this lie the Noonkanbah Formation, which consists mainly of 
shale and claystone beds, cmd the Liveringa Formation, which consists 
mainly of fine-grained sandstone and siltstone. 

,The Hesozoic, Tertiary, and Quarternary rocks are 
unimportant as far as the presont survey is concorned, although it 
should be noted that leucitite plugs probably of Cretaceous age occur 
within fairly local areas of the Fitzroy Basin. 

Oil occurrences reported to date havG been in the 
Ordovician at Prices Creek and the Permian (Grant Formation) at 
Poo,le Range and Hount Hynne. It is bGlieved that the oil at Poole 
Range and Hount \Jynne originated below the Grant Formation and, 
presumably, carne from the Devonian rocks. 

Tho Devonian succession is by far the most promullng 
for oil. It has vJithin it types which, if their probablG deep ivater 
equivalents are consideI'Gd, present a favourable succession of 
possible sourco, reservoir, and cap rocks. The absence of surface 
showings of oil in the outcrop area does not preclude the possibility 
of occurrence within the basin. Erosion of the Devonian rocks has 
been considerable in the outcrop aroa, but may not have affected 
the deeper portions of the basin and Devonian oil may still be 
retained there. 

Although the right conditions for the occurrence ahd 
accumulation of oil oxist in the Ordovician and traces of oil have been 
observed in it, the limitGd area of outcrop eliminates it as an 
immediate target. Unless evidence of its ividespread occurrence in the 
basin is shown in future boreholes, the primary target bods for future 
oil 'search will be those of Devonian age. 

Although there are a number of doma1 structures at the 
surface within the Fitzroy Basin, they have been mapped only in 
Permian sediments and tho possibili~y exists that they do not persist 
beneath the angular unconformity beh1een the Permian and Devonian 
sediments. If it can be shown that an unconformity eliminates the 
possibility of the surface structures persisting at depth, it is 
pointless to establish a test location on the evidence of near-surface 
structure. ' 

In the outcrop areas to the north and east of the Fitzroy 
Basin, there is ample evidence that the Precambrian surface is not 
a perfect peneplain but has a rugged topography. Within the basin 
there may be basement "highs ' giving rise to the larger structures 
present and the structures may have comparatively shallow basement 
cores. On the other hand, reef-forming organisms established 
around islands in the Devonian seas may have kept pe.ce with the rate 
of subs,idence of the basin and under the main anticlinal structures 
there may be reef formations corresponding to the deeper water 
facies in the synclines. It is important to determine to what extent 
the structures arc duo to basement 'highs'. If a basement core is 
shown to be present at a comparatively shallow depth, the test 
location would have to be moved down flank to avoid it. 

The major Permian stnlctures show at the surface 
considerable faulting for which there are two possible explanations :-
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(1) The faulting affected both the basement and the 
overlying rocks, or 

(2) The faulting is an expression of the competence 
of the upper beds at the time they were folded. 

It is most important to decide which of these possibilities 
is the correct one. If the faulting extends to the basement, it 
will have affected the possible migration of oil and a number of 
small and perhaps uneconomic pools may have formed against fault 
traps, or the faulting may have allowed the oil to escape. On the 
other hand, if faulting is confined to the near-surface beds, then 
it may not have had any effect on migration and accumulation and the 
possibility of a large pool will not be ruled out. 

3. APPLICABILITY AND LIHITATIONS OF THE 
S]2;ISJ:ilIC 1,1ETHOD 

The seismic method is commonly used in the investigation 
of the structure of sedimentar~y basins. The method depends on 
the fact that seismic ,·laves are propagated with different velocities 
in different types of rocks. At the interface between two types 
of rock having different velocities of propagation, seismic waves 
undergo reflection and refraction in a manner analogous to that of 
light waves at the boundaries of optical media. In the practical 
application of the method, the seismic waV8S are generated by an 
explosive charge at the surface. An array or spread of detectors 
(geophones), suitably placed on the surface in relation to the shot
point, is used to dotect the seismic waves, which are then recorded by a 
set of photographically recording galvanometers. The shot instant 
and an accurate time scale also are recorded on the same record. 
Under suitable conditions, waves that have been reflected or refracted 
at the boundaries of 1Ln.derlying strata can be recognised on the photo
graphic record, their travel times accurately measured and the depths 
to the boundaries of the strata calculated. 

Seismic methods owe their high degree of accuracy compared 
with other geophysical methods to the fact that they make recordings 
that are related directly to abrupt changes in the physical properties 
of the rocks within the stratigraphic section. These changes 
usually occur at or parallel with the interfaces between members of 
the formation or at unconformities. Although it is sometimes difficult 
to evaluate absolute depth accurately, it is often possible to make 
accurate evaluations of dip and hence structure. Reflection 
techniques are best suited for structural problems, whereas the 
refraction techniques are more suited to determining depths to 
basement and identifying stratigraphic m8mbers. Both techniques 
throvl some light on faulting, the refraction method being the more 
definite. 

In some areas tho reflection technique fails because of 
high absorption of reflection energy in near-surface layers, 
crumpling of shallow bods, or for other reasons, but it may still be 
possible to apply refraction techniques. In such areas the 
refraction methods with their comparatively low accuracy become the 
best available for structural problems also. 

A refraction technique frequently used is the fan 
teChnique, a modification of which is called arc shooting and is often 
used for structural problems. This arrangement required a sll1g1e shot-
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point and the geophones are arranged in the form of an arc 
centre-don the shot-point and at a distance from it selected to 
ensure that the desired refractor is being recorded. The profile 
obtained is along an arc displaced toward the shot-point from the 
geophones by a distance depending on the depth of the refractor 
and the ratio of the seismic velocities in the 'overburden' and 
the refractor. This technique vlaS used at Nerrima. The ambiguities 
that may arise in the interpretation of the results are therefore 
discussed below. 

A difficulty in interpretation arises from the fact that 
two depth points are involved, one at each end of the path through 
the refractor being mapped. The sketch in Figure 1 shows the 
relative positions of the shot-point, geophones, and depth points. 
The depth point at each end is changed when the recording station is 
changed. Thus, changes in the time profile are not necessarily 
caused by changes in depth at the recording end only, although the 
greater portion of the change would normally occur at that end. A 
fault cutting across the depth points at either the shot-point or the 
geophone end could cause identical steps in recorded times. Changes 
in the recorded times could be equally well accounted for by a change 
of dip of the refractor at either end but the change in elevation at 
the shot-point end would bo required to occur in approximately 1/3 
the distance (in the Nerrima set-up) of that in ,-[hich it would be 
required to occur at the geophone end. In other words, if a dip is 
considered to occur at the shot-point end it will necessarily be 
~stimated to be about three times greater than if it is considered to 
occur at the geophone end. 

The above-mentioned ambiguity is not very serious in large 
and relatively simple structures but assumes 'increasing importance 
in mapping small or complex structures. At Nerrima, where the structure 
is complicated by faults and sharp changes of dip, the method has 
proved successful in illu~trating the degree of complexity but not in 
giving a clear picture of what is the actual structure. In one 
example, a fault recorded on Traverse G has been checked by Traverse D 
with the result that the fault must be placed at the shot-point end 
and not the geophone end. On the other arc traverses no such check 
has been made and the location of faults on these traverses may be in 
error. 

4. OUTLINE OF QPFMTIONS 

Test shooting 

In order to establish a standard procedure, where possible, 
numerous test holes were put down to a depth of 250 ft at widely 
separated localities on and near the Nerrima Dome. These test holes 
are indicated on Plate 2 by T. These were shot at short intervals 
from bottom to top and every effort Has made to record usable 
reflections. At no place on the Dome were ,usable reflections 
recorded, although at Shot-point 92 in the syncline south-east 
of the dome e:;ccollent reflections were recorded. Refraction tests 
were also conducted along the axis of the DOJ:10 and a number of 
definite refractors were indicated. 

It was therefore decided to do the entire survey by 
refraction methods only • 
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Refraction survey 

The refraction survey was commenced by shooting several 
in-line profiles, along a traverse placed near tho axis of the 
exposed anticline, in order to determine the seismic velocities 
and approximate depths of refractors present and the optimum distance 
between shot-hole and geophone for recording the velocities. From 
the preliminary tests it ap,Peared that a refractor with a velocity 
of approximately 14,000. ft/sec would be reliably recorded at a distaneFl t 

of 4 miles and would represent a bed at about 4000 ft depth. This 
refractor was considered to be the best available for checking the 
structure at depth, having due regard to the operational difficulties 
and information required. The simple method of placing the geophones 
round an arc of four miles radius and shooting from the centre was 
used to obtain values of the component of dip along the arcs. The 
arcs Here set out as far as possible 1.-Jho1'8 the surface geology 
indicated that the least intorference from faulting could be expected. 
In Plate 2 the positions of all traverses are markod on the gGological 
map. Spreads set out along radial lines at various points on the arc 
and shot from the shot-point served to check Hhich refractor was being 
recorded and gav0 an indication of the componont of dip along the radius. 
A general idea of the variations caused by the weatherod rocks at the 
surface was obtained by shooting surfaco shots with closely spaced 
geophones at selected points along all traverses, particularly at points 
where changGs in velocity or dip wore indicated. 

5. RESULTS 

Discussion of velocities 

Host of the information on seismic velocitios at Nerrima 
Domo was obtained along Traverso D. Plate 3 shows the time-distance 
curves, corrected for woath3ring and elevation, obtained along this 
traverse. The major profiles th8.t were shot are east from Shot-point 
111 (111E), west from Shot-point 95 (95W), east from Shot-point 69 (69E), 
and west from Shot-point 53 (53W). These form two reversed in-line 
profiles with four miles between shot-points. Other shot points were 
drilled and spreads shot.from them to obtain specific information at 
various place s. 

The time-distance curves show many disrontinuities and 
changes of slope vlhich cannot be attributed to changes in velocity, 
but must be due to faulting or abrupt changes in dip of the refractors. 
These conditions make it very difficult to obtain precise values for 
the seismic velocities and a.long some traverses even to determine how 
many refractors are present. The following table sets out the 
velocities of the more important refractors. Included are those 
velocities which have been confirmed, and which provide a basis for 
a reasonable interpretation of the anomalies in the time-distance 
curves :-
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Calculated Sub-surface portion of Apparent Velocities Approxi-
velocity refractor where velocity 1ft seel mate 

deDth (ft) refractor was measured UD-di.J2 Down-diD 

V1 · 8450 Average of all recorded Sub-weathell-· values ing 

V2 · 9700 SP 103 SP 104 10,000 9400 200-400 0 

'V · 11,550 SP 103 SP 105 12,020 11,400 500-1500 3 · SP 61 SP 63 11,490 11,340 

V
4 

0 12,650 SP 65 SP 67 13,250 12,640 2000-3000 0 

SP 103 12,940 12,500 

V 5 : 14,500 Average of all recorded values· :::: 4000 

V 6 : 16,000 This value gives best agreement between 
profiles obtained from 5YIfl and 99E. 

6000-7500 

~------------~----------------------------'-----------'--------~~-------------I 

Initial velocities. V1 (8450 ft sec). The initial velocities 
recorded are 8580 ft/sec at 111E, 8650 ft/sec at 95W, 7500 ft/sec at. 
69E, and 9080 ft/sec at 531;J.o The average of these four values (8450 
ft/sec) has been taken as the velocity of the first layer. The 
variation in the recorded velocities is probably caused by the different 
thickness of the weathered layer. Although surface shots were fired 
along Traverse D at intervals and enabled a general idea of the 
variations caused by weathering to be obtained, their spacing was not 
close enough to give a detailed knowledge of the weathered layer, or 
to eliminate entirely the differences in recorded values of V

1 
due to 

weathering. 

First refractor, V2 (9700 ft/sec). The time-distance curves 
107E and 101H shm{ up.:..dip and down-dip values for V 2 from approximately 
the same sub-surface portion of the refractor under Shot-point 103. 
These values, V~ :::: 10,000 ft/sec and V :::: 9440 ft/sec, give a 
calculated valueufor the velocity of 9765 ft/sec. The, up-dip value of 
10,000 ft/sec is based on only 8 or 9 recorded times and could be 
slightly in error. However, the average of all recorded values for V2 is 9690 ft/sec, so the calculated velocity would appear reasonably 
accurate. 

Second refractor. V1 (11,550 ft/sec). Two determinations 
for the velocity V3 are possible. Firstly, the portion of the time
distance curve 111E from 660 ft vJ of Shot-pDint 103 to Shot-point 100 
will have approxiIl18.tely the same sub-surface coverage as the portion 
of the time-distance curve 95W from Shot-point 106 to Shot-point 104. 
These portions give a calculated velocity of 11,710 ft/sec. Similarly, 
the sub-surface portion of this refractor under Shot-point 61 to 
Shot-point 63 is covered in two directions by time-distance curves 
69E and 53W. The calculated velocity here is 11,390 ft/sec. It is 
probably best to take an average of these two as the velocity, i.e., 
V3 = 11,550 ft/sec. 

Thjrd refr~ctor, ~ (12,650 ft/sec). The existence of a 
refractor with a velocity between 12,000 and 13,000 ft/sec was not 
susp~cted until shootin~ was well advanced along the arcs to the east. 

• 
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Here, the velocities recorded on the .radial spreads for arcs E, F, 
and G were consistently much lower than the expectod up-dipandd..~':va1u€5 of 
the 14,000-ft/sec refractor. The time-distance curve 53W bet'·18en 
600 tE of 65 and 550 ' \lJ of 71 is no,,, thought to be recorded from a 
refractor of velocity 12,650 ft/sec; similar remarks apply to that 
portion of the time-distance curve 69E from Shot-point 57 to 660 'E 
of Shot-point' 81. 

Calculations give an approximate depth of 2500 ft for this 
refractor which means that owing to the angle of emergence of the 
refracted wave from the refractor, the sub-surface coverage of a 
spread of geophones which record this velocity is a.pproximately one mile 
closer to the shot-point than the sproad of' the geophones. The 
sub-surface section under Shot-point 66 is covered both up and down 
dip by time-distance curves 53W and 77E, '''hich give a.pparent 
velocities VL,d = 12,640 ft/sec and Vi.'. = 13,250 ft/sec, respectively, 
giving a calculated velocity of 12,605 ft/sec. 

The velocity of this refractor can be calculated also from 
time-distance curves 111E and 95W, the sub-surface under Shot-point 103 
being covered in both directions. The values obtained are :-

V4u = 12,940 ft/sec, V4d =12,500 ft/sec, 
V

4 
= 12,620 ft/sec. 

However, this calculati,)n has a large possible error since V d is 
based only on 6 geophone times. 12,650 ft/sec has been take~ as the 
actual vo locity for this refractor. 

Fourth refractor, V5 (1L~,500 ft/sec). Time-distance curves 
111E and 95vJ show apparent velocities of 147120 ft/s8c B,nd 14,950 
ft/sec, respectively, from a rGfractor approximately 4000 ft deep. The 
offset distance (about 1 mile) for this refractor is such that these 
recordings are not from the same portion of the rofractor. As there 
is evidence of faulting just east of Shot-point 101 which is near the 
depth point of the portion of tim8-distancG curv'o 111 E recording V ~' dips 
of beds in this Vicinity are likely to be affected by fault drag, a.nd 
any calculated velocity not based on reverse direction recordings from 
the same portion of the refractor would not be reliable. 

Other time-distance curves were originally usod to calculate 
the velocity 'IT , but it. is now thought that these calculations also 
are unreliable~ The r":'rst portion of time-distance curve 99E was 
paired with that portion of 5311 near Shot-point 75, but the former has 
an apparent ve loci ty V 5d = 12,650 ft/ sec, which is approximately equal 
to V , the intoTI.1ediate velocity now recognised. This makes it 
doub%ful whether V"'d or V

4 
is being rucorded and under those conditions 

small errors in re~a:ing V I)d can cause comparatively large errors in the 
calculs:tod value for V'l WfllCh thus becomes unreliable. Time-distance 
curves 64VJ and 111E wore used to calculate a value for V

5
' but the 

former is n01;/ also thought to be recerded fror.1 the third refractor 
of velocity '12,650 ft/sGc. 

Thus thore is no mec~ns of determining with 9.ny accuracy 
tho value of V'l' the failure being due to the complex nature of the 
areas. Appareflt values for this velocity have been rec~')rded by radial 
spreads on arc Traverses Hand 1. These, togother with the two 
values rocorded on frraverS8 D, suggest that the velocity of this 
refractor is approximately 14,500 ft/sec. 
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Dee~ refractor, V6 (16,000 ft/sec). A high-velocity 
refractor is observed at a distance of seven miles from Shot-point 
111 and Shot-point 53. Its depth is about 7000 ft and its velocity 
between 16,000 and 17,000 ft/sec. The portions of the time-distance 
curves recording this velocity are not from the same sub-surface 
part of the refractor and thus no accurate determination of its 
velocity can be made. At the eastern end of the area the high. 
velocity is recorded much closer to the shot-point and. at much earlier 
times, indicating that the refractor is much shallower to the east, 
probably at a depth of about 6000 ft. 

Results on individual traverses 

Traverse D. It has been possible to plot d.epth profiles 
along Traverse D for the refractors represented by velocities V3 , V4 ' 
V , and V~. These profiles are shown on Plate 3A below the time 
d1stance gurves and their description follows :-

:::2. At the western end several spreads of geophones 
recording the V') refractor have been shot from various shot-points 
enabling a deptI'l profile of this refractor to be plotted. The main 
feature is a fault approximately between Shot-points 100 and 101, 
with an up-throw of 750 ft to the east. 

~. The time-distance curves 53\1J and 69E recording the V 
refractor enable a depth profile of this refractor to be drawn alo~g 
parts of Traverse D at the eastern end. The main features shown 
on the depth profile are two faults, one bet\.Jeen Shot-points 64 and 
Shot-points 65 with an up-throw to the east of about 1500 ft, and the 
other between Shot-point 57 and Shot-point 58 with an up-throw to the 
\-Test of about 900 ft. Thus there is an uplifted fault-block between 
Shot-points 65 and 57 • 

From its depth this refractor must lie within the Permian 
section and possibly near the top of the Grant Formation. From 
the results of this trav6rse and arc Traverses E, F, G, and K there 
appears to be little conformity between the structure of this refre.ctor 
and the dome at the surface. 

Yi, Using 14,500 ft/sec as the velocity of the V5 refractor, 
a short profile of the refractor has been drawn from that portion of 
the time-distance curve 111E between Shot-point 96 and 660'E of.76. 
If the velocity assumed is too low then this profile is tilted to 
the \.Jest, or if it is too high the profilE: is tilted to the east. 
The maximum error in the dip of this refractor due to the v810city being' 
in error \-lQuld be approximately 170 ft in 1 mile or about 2 • 

The tail-off at the eastern end of the profile caused by 
the sharp steepening in slope of the time-distance curve is thought to 
be caused by a fault located !lear Shot-point 95 and with a down-throw 
to the east. This steepening in slope can be compared with that in 
tirne-di.s,tance cu~es 95\J, 69~, and 531iJ cause~ by faults in the Viand 
V J. refractors. As the shootlng was not carrlGd far enough beyonCi the 
f'irult, the throw of the fault remains unknm-ffi. 

V6. Profiles of this refractor were plotted from the 
time-distance curves 159E, 116E, 123W and portions of 53W, 99E and 
69E, using velocities 16,000 ft/sec, 16,400 ft/sec, and 17,000 ft/sec. 
It was found th2.t the profiles obtained from 53H and 99E, which overlap 
slightly agree best \-Then 16,000 ft/sec is used for the velocity. The 
profile obtained using this velocity is drawn below the time-distance 
curves of Traverse D on Plate 3A. 
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The outstanding feature shown by the profiles along 
Traverse D is the fault at Shot-point 55, vrith a down-throw to the 
east of approxL~ately 1700 ft. It is assumed that if the portion 
of 69E between 440 11,,[ of 84 and 550 'Waf 118 had been shot, the 
results would have given an abrupt change in tr3.vel times and 
a steep slope of the time-distance graph as were found \.Jhen shooting 
across other faults. 

There are other indications that faulting may be present, 
hut they are near the limit of resolution between faults and steep 
dips. Thus, the change in slope near Shot-point 80 in the time
distance curve of 159E may be caused by a fault with a down-throw to the 
east between Shot-point 99 and Shot-point 100, but when plotted as a 
time profile it appears as a gradual change from a westerly dip with 
a component of 70 along the traverse to an easterly dip with a 
component of 50. Similarly, the decrease in slope of the time-distance 
curve of 116E near Shot-point 72 could be due to a fault with an 
up-thrO'.J to the east, near Shot-point 79, but it can be plotted as a 
reasonable anticlinal rise in the profile between Shot-point 79 and 
Shot-point 76. Even if these faults do not exist, this deep refractor 
represents an irregular surface with considerable relief. Possible 
leads to a search for comparatively small oil traps are the fault 
shown under Shot-point 55 and the reversal of dip shown under Shot-point 
99 and 100. 

Traverse E. Plate 3B shows a graph of the travel times 
recorded from the third refractor of velocity 12,650 ft/sec around 
arc Traverse E. The graph corresponds to the profile along an arc 
situated about 1 mile towards the shot-point from the traverse • 
Shot-point 140 is structurally the'highest point along this traverse. 
Between Shot-point 1/+0 and Shot-point 128 a ugiform south component 
of dip along the traverse of approxin~tely 4t is recorded and from 
Shot-point 140 to Shot-point 215 there is a relatively steep component 
of dip to the north-west of approximately 12

0 
• . 

Four radial spreads were shot at intervals around this 
arc. The apparent velocities recorded and estimated dips at 
the intersections of the arcs and cross-spreads are shown below. 

Locatiou 

SP 119 

SP 130 

SP 135 

SP 139 

Apnarent Velocity 
(ft/sec) 

13,830 

12,500 

13,740 

13 ,250 

Comnonent 
along arc 

30
0
S 

5
0
S 

20 SSE 

20SE 

E§timated Di12 
Com:gonent 

along cros§-
§12read 

6.0~ 

0.8
0
E 

5.7°WSW 

3.4°SW 

Re§ult-
ru1.t 

7°WSW 

5
0
S 

6°SW 

4°S 

Traverse F. The time profile of the third refractor V4 along arc Traverse F is shown in Plate 3C. It relates to depth 
points displaced from the arc traverse approximately one mile towards 
the shot-point. This profile demonstrates the apparent rugged outline 
of the refracting interface. Variations of up to 30 milliseconds 
in the profile or approximately 500 ft in the depth of the bed, occur 
within horizontal distances of only half a mile. These variations, 
when related to depth points at the geophone end, are equivalent 
to dips with a component of approximately 16° along the traverse. 
There are several undulations along this profile where dips are of such 
magnitude. The highest point of the profile occurs midway between 
Shot-point 158 and Shot-point 217 • 
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Three radial spreads wel~ shot at intervals around this 
arc. The apparent velocities r8corded and estimated dips at the 
intersections of the arcs and cross...:spreads are shown below· 

Location 

SP 62 

SP 148 

SP 154 

Anparent Velocity 
(ft! sec) 

12,220 

12,500 

12,500 

ComI!onent 
.::.lon[l arc 

80 S 

1
0

SH 

11.5
O

SW 

E§timated Dip 
Com]2onont 

§.lon2' cross-
spread 

° 2.6 VJ 

0.8
0

NW 

0.80 NW 

Re~ult 
ant 

8.5SSW 

1.5°W 

11.5
O

SW 

Traverse G. Plate 3D shows the time profile of the third 
refractor V along arc Traverse G. It represents a depth profile 
situated ap~roximately one mile towards the shot-point from the 
traverse. The western end of the profile is disturbed. From Shot
point 163 to 880 ft east of Shot-point 166 the profile suggests an 
easterly dip component of approximately 15° along the arc. iI.t 880 ft 
east of Shot-point 166 it suggests a fault \-lith an up-throw to the 
east of 400 ft. On the east side of the fault and.between the fault 
and Shot-point 171 the bed is flat. Eastwards from Shot-point 171 
it dips to the east (component about 100 along the arc) until a minimum 
is reached at Shot-point 174. From here.to the; end of the traverse 
at Shot-point 183 the refractor rises a total of 35 milliseconds or 
approximately 500 ft representing a dip component of 6tu • 

For the first part of this traverse, from Shot-point 181 to 
Shot-point 168, the depth points lie approximately under a section of 
Traverse D from Shot-point 62 to Shot-point 57. The fault shown by 
Traverse G should be under Shot-point 58 of Traverse D. Profile 
531;J of Traverse D recorded betwoen Shot-point 57 and Shot-point 64 
covers very nearly the same sub-surface sections of the shallower 
refractors without giving any evidence of faulting. Also, profile 
69E should record the fault somewhere between Shot-point 56 and 
Shot-point 53. However, this section is not recorded but, if shot, 
any fault shO\.Jl1 would almost certainly have had a down-throw to the 
east, and not an up-throw as indicated by Traverse G. Thus, Traverse D 
and Traverse G appear to show conflicting results. 

Although this appears anomalous it is not necessarily so, 
as the fault indicated by Traverse G has probably crossed the sub
surface depth points at the shot-point end of the travel path. The 
fault, in. our interpretation, has been placed approxif:1D.tely 4000 ft 
south of Shot-point 180, the shot-point for arc G. 

Three radial spreads vlore shot at intervals around this 
arc. The apparent velocities recordec and estimated dips at the 
intersections of the arcs and cross-spreads are shown bolow. 

Location 

SP 162 

SP 170 

SP 130 

Apparent VGlocity 
(ft! sec) 

12,790 

12,640 

12,870 

Component 
along arc 

0 

0 

1!oS1.-T 

Estimated Dip 
Component 
alon~ cross-

spread 

0.9
0

N 

0.0° 

1.1°NW 

Result-
ant 

iON 

0 

2
0
W 

i. 
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Traverse H. Plato 4A shows the time profile along 
the arc Tr~verse H. The profile indicates a fault with a down-throw 
of approximately 800 ft to tho south, situated between Shot-point 194 
and Shot-point 195. North of the fault, two radial spreads at 
Shot-point 94 and Shot-point 212 show velocities of 14,100 ft/sec 
and 14,470 ft/sec, respectively. It is probable, then,that over 
this part of Traverse H the times recorded are for travel paths 
along the top of the refractor of velocity approximately 1L~,500 
ft/sec. As this velocity is not knmm accurately, dips cannot be 
estimated from the [',pparont velocity measured on the radial spreads.,. 
This part of tho profile shows a continuous dip component along tho 
arc to the north and north-vlcst. From Shot-point 193 to Shot-point 209, 
this component is approximately 3

0
, but from Shot-point 209 to 0 

Shot-point 213 the dip component is relativolyl.sLrge, being about 12 ~ 

South of th8 fault, radial sproac.s at Shot-point 196 and 
Shot-point 202 give velocities ,')f 13,500 ft/sec 8.nd 12,860 ft/sec, 
respoctively. It is likely, therefore, that the southern part of the 
traverse is recorded from the refractor of velocity 12,650 ft/sec. 
This part of the profile b flat from Shot-point 195 to §hot-point 
198, and then dips to the south-west at approximately 17 • 

The four radial spreads mentioned above are the only ones 
shot around this traverse. The loc[~tion, apparent velocities recorded, 
and estimated c~ips at the intersections of the arcs and cross-spreads 
are shoHn below. 

Estimated Di:g Location L:g:garent Velocity 
(ft/sec) ComQ::ment 

alan!=,; 
Compon8nt Resultant along arc cross-

soread 

SF 94 14,100 0° 

SF 212 14,470 11
0
N 

SF 196 13,500 0° 4.5
O

NW 4.5
O

NW 

SF 202 12,860 1.2
0

NVl 

Traverse I. Two radial spre~ds were shot on this arc 
o.t Shot-point 216 and Shot-point 231 and recordGd velocities of 14,760 
ft/sec and 14,280 ft/sec, respectively, thus indicating that the 
travel times recorded are probably for the 14,500 ft/sec refractor. 
Dips cannot be calculatod from theso apparent velocities are V5 is 
not known accurately. The time profile shown on Plo..te 4B indicates 
that the refractor rises slightly (about 100 ft) from Shot-point 216 to 
Shot-point 219, then has a northerly cOl:lponent of dip of about 5io 

along the e;UC to Shot-point 222. It has risen about 100 ft at 
Shot-point 226, 2.nd then remains generally flat to Shot-point 232. 

Traverse 1\. The raGi~tl spr8~;.d at Shot-point 250 on this 
arc gives a velocity of 12,350 ft/sec, indicating that the 12,650 
ft/ sec r0fractor is prob[,bly the one recorded here. The time profile 
shogn in Pl2.te 4C indicates a w8sterly component of dip of approximately 
12t , between Shot-point 248 and Shot-Boint 252. The radial spread 
indicates a north dip conpcll1.cnt of' 1.8. The approximate vc.luG of 
the rosultant dip at its intersection with the arc is 12tOW. 
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Trave~e~ J and L. Each of these traverses consisted of 
tHO in-line spreads shot in opposite directions. The distance between 
shot-point and the centre of geophone spread was four miles. On each 
traverse the geophone spreads \-lere tl-Iomiles apart. Apparent up-dip 
and dOvIn-dip velocities should be recorded from approximately common 
sub-surface- depth points of the refractor and thus enable an accurate 
determination of the component of dip along the spread mid\-lay betwe.en 
the two geophone spreads. The results obtained are shown by Plate 4D 

. and L;E and are listed belovl. 

Traverse J : Centro Point Shot-point 237 

V
4u 

= 12,500 ft/ sec 

V
4d 

12,500 " 
V

4 
12,500 It 

Zero component of dip along the traverse. 

The value obtained for the velocity VL,_ agrees reasonably 1-vell \-lith 
the value 12',650 ft/sec calculated on""l'raverse D. 

Traverse L Centre Point Shot-point 257 

VL uncertain, as record shows possible 
in¥erferences from V

5
• 

V d = 12,360 ft/sec. This indicates a 
n~rth dip component of 1.8

0 
along the 

traverse. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The fol101-ling points summarise the foregoing results :-

(a) Faulting is present right through the section to a depth 
of at least 7000 ft. It probably follows that the basement 
is also faulted. A number of faults have been observed, 
some extending to 4000 ft. On the deep refractor one 
definite fault (1700 ft throw under Shot-point 55, Traverse D) 
has been observed and there is evidence that other smaller 
faults may be present. 

(b) \tlith the possible exception of the \-lestern end of the area 
there is no consistent correlation between structure at 
surface and structure at 2500 to 4000 ft or deeper structure 
at 6000 to 7000 ft. In many places not only is the direction 
of dips different on the deeper beds from that on the shallower 
beds but the amounts of dip are often two to three times 
greater on the deeper beds than any measured at the surface. 
This indicates an unconformity within the Permian section, 
possibly near th'3 top of the Grant Formation. Other 
unconformities also probably exist. At the western end of 
the area there is somC) evidence of conformity bet~een near 
surface and deeper structure. Trav8rse H shows evidence 
of an anticlinal reversal of dip and Traverse D shows 
evidence of a westerly component of dip. The dips on the 
deeper beds are considerably greater than those shown at the 
surface. 



(c) It has not been possible to correlate definitely any of the 
the faults deduced for the deep refractor with those 
deduced for the shallower refractors, except for the large 
fault at the eastern end of Traverse D. In general, it has 
not been possible to correlate definitely the faults deduced 
from the seismic work with those shown by the exposed geology. 

(d) The deep refractor is about 1000 ft shallower at the eastern 
end of Nerrima Dome under Shot-point 55 to Shot-point 57 
than it is at the centre or \.Jestern end. vlliether this is 
caused by the dip of the refractor or by elevation due to 
faulting, it precludes the possibility of a simple structural 
trap at this depth under Nerrima Dome. Although there is a 
possibility that a reversal of this trend further east may 
result in closure, the evidence of the gravity results does 
not support- this. 

(e) One remote possibility is that the refractor V6 represents the 
surface of a reef limestone but there is no evidence of this. 
T~e irregular profile of V6 is what would be expected from 
a reef. However, if a reef is present it is coincidental 
and bears no apparent relation to the structure at surface~ 
No known prospecting tool except the drill can give direct 
evidence as to whether or not a reef does exist although 
in areas of known reefs that are known to be associated with 
certain seismic features, indirect evidence can be obtained 
by the seismic techniques. 

From the above points it must be concluded that the structure 
at Nerrima Dome is complex at depth and bears little obvious relation 
to the structure at surface. Certainly no simple dome-like structure 
exists at depth. Oil traps, principally fault traps, may be present 
but on the kno1tm evidence they cannot be predicted and, if present, 
will probably be comparatively small and perhaps numerous. A drill 
hole based on the present information could only hope to tap one by 
chance. The results of the detailed gravity survey covering Nerrima 
Dome lend support to the above conclusions and suggest that the gravity 
meter will be a most valuable tool for finding areas where intensive 
seismic investigation should be carried out to locate sites for test 
bores. 

In assessing the economics of extensive geophysical work 
before drilling, it should be realised that the estimated cost of 
a 10,000 ft hole drilled in the Kimberleys is of the order of the 
cost of ten seasons of seismic work. 

7. RECO~fr'iENDATIONS 

At this stage no point on the Nerrima Dome can be 
recommended on the basis of geophysical work as a suitable target 
for an oil test bore. Any bore put down on Nerrima Dome must be 
regarded as being principally a geophysical hole for stratigraphic 
information. However, before such a hole is put down, it would 
be profitable to do additional seismic work. 

It is probable that the complexities of the Nerrima Dome 
are not peculiar to it but apply to tho other major structures in the 
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. area. This should first be checked by a seismic survey in the area 
of, say, Poole Range, where there is some 2000 ft of Permian 
sediments less than at Nerrima, as a result partly of erosion and 
partly of the thinning of the Poole snndstones. If it is found 
that no simple structure exists at depth in the area then the seismic 
programme should be devoted to the search for deep structure in .~ 
places not necessarily outlined by structures in the near-surface" 
Permian strata. Any positive gravity anomalies would be the next 
obvious lead. 

If another tvJO or three years of geophysical work in the 
Fitzroy Basin does not reveal an entirely satisfactory target,it may 
be wise to drill a hole on the best availE-~ble target in order to decide 
to what extent the geophysical investigations should be continueq. 

If further work in the search for oil at Nerrima should 
still be considered l-Tarranted, it is suggested that consideration be 
given to scout drilling with electrical logging. It would be desirable 
to check, by drilling, the main conclusion from the seismic work that 
a major unconformity exists at about 2000 ft. It would be desirable 
also to drill holes on either side of the Mount Fenton fault; these 
might throw considerable light on the stratigraphy of the Fitzroy Basin. 
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